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3«xitle Mills

deliberately rendered

sick

I

•192. SHRI K A LY A N JAIN:
W ill
the Minister of COMMERCE AND
CIVIL SUPPLIES AND COOPERA
TION be pleased to state;
(a) whether Government are aware
that a large number of textile mills are
being deliberately rendered sick; and
(b) what step Government propose
to adopt to check this trend?
THE MUSTER OF
COMMERCE
AND CIVIL SUPPLIES AND CO
OPERATION (SHRI MOHAN D H AR IA ):
(a) No, Sir.
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not observed the rules of the game
iairly.
Naturally because o f the
tendency to increase the profits, these
mills have gone sick.
As I have
declared in the House, it is the duty
of the government to take care of
these hundreds of workers. There
fore, even though N.T.C. may not be
able to take over these sick mills,
We shall be giving all possible co
operation to the State Governments
to take over the mills wherever they
are viable.
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(b) Question does not arise.
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SHRI
MOHAN
DHARIA:
The
question was “ whether the govern
ment are aware that a large number
o f textile mills are being deliberate
ly rendered sick’* and to that I
replied ‘no\ Otherwise, along with
.several other factors including rising
prices of cotton and several other
troubles, this factor is also responsi
ble. It is very difficult to say how
m any are sick because of the deli
berate attempt of the owners. But
it is true that many of them h^ve

SHRI M. RAM GOPAL REDDY:
One of the main reasons for the
textile mills becoming sick is that
they are very old and that they are not
being modernised
properly.
What
steps the Government is going to
take to modernise these mills so that
they may not become sick?
SHRI MOHAN DHARIA:
So far
as modernisation is concerned, G ov
ernment has already initiated certain
measures
and accordingly for the
modernisation of these mills institu
tional finance is made available on
long-term basis and even the interest
is also of the order of 7.5 per cent
On nearly 60 per cent of the loan
required by the mills. Besides, im
port licence and other things are
granted wherever necessary. Sir, I
entirely share the view of my hon.
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friend that these mills have gone
sick and no care has been taken to
modernise them.
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MR. SPEAKER: You pl«ase sit
down. He w ill discuss with the Chief
Minister of Madhya Pradesh.
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MR. SPEAKER: Order, order.
thing is being taken down now.
*ft gVl|

MR. SPEAKER; The Question Hour
is over. I have aslced th a n to sit
down. I am not asking the M inister
to give the answer.

MR. SPEAKER: It is 12 o’clock.
The Question Hour is over. W e now
come to the Short Notice Question.
(Interruptions)
MR. s p e a k e r Nothing is being
taken down. You are given the free
dom. I am not hearing. No ques
tions. The Question
Hour is over.
1 am not going to take up the Short
Notice Question and it is not going to
be taken up, unless there is order.
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Now you w ill have to sit down.
Minister has to sit down.
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(Interruptions)
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SHRI V A Y A LA R RAVI: A point o f
order under rule 376. I am quoting
the rules regarding the Short Notice
Question. It is mentioned here very
clearly. It says:
“ A question relating to a matter
of public importance may he asked
with notice shorter than ten clear
days and if the Speaker is of the
opinion that the question is o f an
urgent character___ ”
This is a matter which has occurred
2 Or 3 .years ago. The Short Notice
Question has been accepted by the
Speaker. My only point under thiT
Point of Order is whether it is of an
urgent character. W e from this side
of the House send hundreds o f ques
tions; and nothing is being accepted.
(Interruptions)
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MR. SPEAKER; You are raising a
very relevant point. But w e have the
practice o f permitting one gentleman
to speak, not with all the pec^le
around shouting. If that habit is
given up, it will be easy for me. I am
hearing Mr. Ilavi. What is the use o f
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Mr. Unnikrishnan and Mr. Lakkappa
shoutifig?
(Interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER; No, please. I want
to hear only Mr. Ravi, because he has
raised a point of order. W ould you
not allow me to hear? Mis time is
wasted; your time is wasted; the time
of the
whole
House is wasted.
If this is what is going to happen, I
will be helpless. I have allowed him
to speak. I can reply. But
there
should be some order in the House.
SHRI V A Y A LA R RAVI; I am not
casting any aspersions on you. Sir.
This may be a matter of public im
portance; but the question is w he
ther it is urgent or not. W e on this
side send him many questions; but it
depends upon the Minister t© accept
the questions. But unfortunately it
happens to be a matter between the
ruling party and the Ministers. We
are completely ignored. The Minis
ters in the Govemmient o f India b eiong to everybody. They are not
party ministers. The question is w he
ther my point is relevant or not. I
request you. Sir, to look into this and
see whether this kind o f questions can
be accepted or not.
MR. SPEAKER: I have seen this
point. In regard to the Short Notice
Question, the Speaker has no autho
rity to force it on the Minister, un
fortunately. If the Minister accepts,
I can include it. If the Minister does
not accept, actually I can do nothing.
In some cases, when he accepts, I have
the pow er not to accept it and not to
put it in the agenda. I can say that
it is not urgent. It may be rejected
by the Speaker. Why should I take
the opportunity o f rejecting a ques
tion? So, I s«nd most o f the questions
to the concerned Ministers. They
must also get some answer from some
where. If it is not available in the
Secretariat, they will have to write to
the State government, or do some
thing. I do not know their t>roblems.
They have their own difficulties.
Therefore, when th« Minister accepted
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this, I asked' the question to be in
cluded. Let Us allow the HealthMinister to answer t^e question.

Short Notice Question

Goo|as supplied to Bftng'adesh throughR M C»oss
S.N.Q.
5. SHRIMATI
MRINAL
GORE: Will the Minister of HEALTH
AND FAM ILY WELFARE be plea
sed to state:
(a) whether it is a f&ct that goods
worth crores of rupees were supplied
to Bangladesh by Indian Red Cross;
(b ) whether it is also a fact that
these goods have found their way into
the market; and
(c) if so, the dietails thereof?
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